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ASSIST/TS

Adaptigent’s ASSIST/TS presents a revolutionary approach for enterprises looking to 
enhance their 3270 applications with comprehensive screen or field-level help screens. 
This innovative solution eliminates the need for generating new code or implementing 
code modifications, streamlining the integration process for businesses.

Delivering screen and field-level help screens to 3270 applications without 
new code or code changes.

 
ASSIST/TS provides SQL results from DB2 in a window display. This feature allows access to 
DB2 data directly from CICS, without any programming changes to existing applications. 

ASSIST/TS help displays are created in a similar fashion as window help displays. By pressing 
the help attachment function key, a query can be created for any screen location. The user then 
enters an SQL query and ASSIST/TS displays the results. 

The ASSIST Web Help feature allows end users to display ASSIST/TS library members from a 
browser, rather than a green screen. ASSIST Web Help receives a help request (Window, Panel, 
Manual, Query or System) via HTTP from any application. It then retrieves the help/reference 
information from ASSIST/TS and presents it in a separate browser window.
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WEB HELP INTEGRATION
ASSIST Web Help transforms ASSIST/TS help documentation into HTML pages, moving away 
from traditional green screens to pop-up help displays in a new browser window, enhancing the 
user experience with modern accessibility. 

DOCUMENTATION AND USER SUPPORT 
ASSIST/TS offers soft-copy manuals directly to end-users, simplifying access to important doc-
umentation. ASSIST/TS enhances navigation by creating menus of help screens, listing available 
online manuals or reference panels, thereby streamlining user access to necessary resources. 

ENHANCED DATA ACCESS
ASSIST/TS enables the creation of electronic documentation systems by facilitating the presen-
tation of DB2 data to 3270 terminals through SQL SELECT statements. This feature underscores 
the solution’s versatility and superior integration capabilities, allowing for a seamless blend of 
traditional data access methods with modern documentation strategies.

USER EMPOWERMENT AND SYSTEM ANTICIPATION
ASSIST/TS significantly empowers end-users by enhancing the accessibility of information. It 
underlines the necessity for an online referencing system to not only understand the user’s 
current actions but also to proactively anticipate their needs. 

ADVANCED FEATURES AND INTEGRATION
ASSIST/TS includes an Interactive Portal, FTP Server Web Help, and an Email Client, allowing for 
the extension of help screens and online manuals to browsers. It also facilitates the integration of 
existing help systems with new web applications without the need 
to alter source code. 
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